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In 1979, homosexual researchers Karla Jay and
Allen Young published The Gay Report, a more
than 800-page book describing
the sex habits and attitudes of
homosexuals.
The book is based upon responses from 1,900 sex survey
responses from homosexual
males, 1,000 from homosexual
females, and 2,500 from Blueboy
magazine questionnaires.
(Blueboy was a Miami homosexual newspaper.)

quently” and 20% “somewhat frequently.”
Twenty-four percent admitted to “very frequently” engaging in sex orgies;
24% admitted to “very frequently” engaging in group sex
or sex orgies; another 16% admitted to “somewhat frequently” engaging in group sex
or sex orgies. (p. 587)

Promiscuity: Male homosexuals
who responded to the Jay &
Young survey indicated that
they are highly promiscuous. In
Chapter 7, “Gay Men: Reaching
The Gay Report is an obscene
Outward, Looking Inward,” Jay
book, but it gives an accurate
& Young published statistics on
overview—from homosexuals
how many sex partners homothemselves—of the deviant lifesexuals had in a week, month,
The Jay & Young report details
styles they lead.
year, and lifetime. The statistics on
the deviant sex habits of homosexuals in language too
lifetime partners revealed that 15%
In this summary of quotes from
graphic to publish in this rehad from 1-10 partners; 17% had
The Gay Report, we have avoided
port.
11-25; 20% indicated 26-50 partquoting many of the obscene comners; 6% had 51-75; 7% had 76-100; 8% had 101ments made by homosexuals about their sex
200; 4% had 201-300; 6% had 301-1,000; 17%
habits.
had thousands or “many.” (pgs 248-249).
Male Homosexual Sex Habits
One respondent to this part of the sex survey
Chapter 13, “Erotic Variations Of Some Gay
noted: “Promiscuity is a heterosexual concept
Men,” listed statistics from hundreds of homowhich is used to attack us …. I find it dehumanizsexuals who responded to the Jay & Young suring, sexist, and ultimately damaging to the psyche.
vey on sex habits. On page 555, the authors list
If you speak in terms of ‘sexual freedom’ and
13 different sexual activities. Homosexuals adsharing of sensual experience, it can be a fine
mitted that they “very frequently engaged in the
thing. I guess it all depends upon motives.”
following activities: sadomasochism, 13%; bondage and discipline, 10%; urination (water sports), Monogamy: Homosexuals also have a different
23%; defecation, 7%; enemas, 2%; bestiality, 6%.
definition of what monogamy means in a relationship. In Chapter 9, “Gay Men: Couples, SinHomosexual males admitted to very frequently
gles, and the Butch/Femme Question,” homosexengaging in three-some sex acts—32% “very freual males were asked to describe how they view

fidelity, monogamy, and jealousy.

about it openly. So far it has had a positive effect.”

Here are several responses:

“I have sex with the woman I live with and with my
other lover.”

“Monogamy is a form of insecurity expressed chiefly
by clutching at someone, and clutching most often
leads to strangulation.”
“We were strictly monogamous for the first three
years, but have included three other friends in threesomes in the past year.”

“One-nighters are okay for each of us if nothing better comes along.”
“We both have sex outside of our relationship. We
both feel it enriches our sex together and our own
sexuality.” (pgs. 326-327)

“When I begin to get emotionally involved with some- Views On So-called Gay Marriage
one, I find it’s a good idea for me to have sex with
In Chapter 9, homosexuals express their views
other people so I don’t become obsessed.”
on so-called “gay marriage.” Here are a few of
their responses:
“Monogamy means having one spouse at a time, and
what gays usually mean is the issue of having a lover “Marriage is a sham. A means for the state to inand having sex with others. This is more appropritrude on private relationships. Don’t legalize gay
ately labeled sexual exclusiveness or nonmarriage—outlaw straight marriage!”
exclusiveness.”
“Marriage should be restructured and abolished by
“I could not be true in a monogamous contract with the state.”
another gay male. Gayness and promiscuity go hand
“Marriage should be abolished.” (pgs. 363-364)
in hand, in my opinion.” (pgs 358-359)
________________________________________
Female Homosexual Sex Habits
In Chapter 12, “The Specialized Tastes Of A Few Sex Habits Remain The Same Today
Although this book was published in 1979, the fact is
Lesbians,” female homosexuals responded that
that homosexuals continue to engage in the same
they “very frequently” engaged in the following
activities: sadomasochism, 0%; bondage and disci- sexual activities today—even as AIDS continues to
pline, 1%; humiliation, 1%; fisting, 1%. Six percent spread among homosexuals.
admitted to having sex with animals—but not
TVC’s report, “Homosexual Behavior Fuels AIDS and
STD Epidemic,” cites a CDC report from November,
frequently. (pgs. 512-521.)
Thirty-eight percent of female homosexuals admitted to engaging in sex acts with three people;
16% had been involved in sex orgies.

2003 documenting the increasing spread of HIV
among homosexuals in 29 states in 2002.

The report also quotes Dr. John Diggs, who published
“The Health Risks of Gay Sex” for the Corporate
Resource Council. Diggs notes that homosexuals typiIn Chapter 8, “Lesbian Relationships and RolePlaying,” female homosexuals responded to ques- cally engage in oral and anal sex, rimming (mouth to
anus contact), fisting (insertion of the fist and arm into
tions about promiscuity and monogamous relathe anus), golden showers (urination), sadomasotionships.
chism, and the insertion of such objects as bottles,
Promiscuity: Female homosexuals had the fol- flashlights, and even gerbils into the rectum.

lowing lifetime sex partners: 62% had 1-10 sex
partners; 24% had 11-25; 11% had 26-50; 1% had
50-300; and 2% indicated “hundreds” over a lifetime. (pg. 324)
Monogamy: Here are several responses to the
question of monogamy:
“I have sex outside the relationship, and we talk

In addition, many homosexuals are engaging in
“barebacking” parties, which are sex orgies including
several individuals who are HIV infected. Some homosexuals are “bug chasers,” who deliberately seek to be
infected. Rolling Stone (January 2003) detailed this
practice among many homosexuals.
Homosexuals continue to infect each other and to
engage in behaviors that can kill them.
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